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UV inks itself but supplies UV resins and systems to ink makers throughout the world.
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is to tell designers, printers and packaging & consumer goods manufacturers about the benefits of UV inks. UCB does not formulate or manufacture
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS BROCHURE
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UV printing is a proven technique.

O

and varnishes are used each year
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Thousands of tons of these inks

for reasons of quality, safety and
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cost savings.

Such is the current enthusiasm
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for this solvent-free technology
that it is gradually being adopted
throughout the printing industry.

Indeed, consumption of UV inks is
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rising at double-digit growth rates.
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This brochure summarises some of
the benefits obtained by printers,
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whether sheet or web-fed, offset,
flexo or screen.
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Give your
graphics a lift
The print quality obtainable with UV inks is clear to see: it is all to do
with colour density. UV printed graphics bring out rich colours, fine
detail and sharp definition thanks to the inks' high pigment content.

UV graphics stand out on the printed page or on packaging. Designers
can create special effects by exploiting the intense colour, whether in
high gloss or matt finish. UV inks ensure consistent colour quality.

The toughness and durability of UV varnishes are well-known to
printers, who choose UV over-lacquers to enhance and protect printed
graphics. UV inks bond strongly to paper, board or plastic, where they

UV printed graphics upgrade the print quality of substrates, whether
coated paper, lightweight paper, carton board, metal or plastic.
Colour-rich UV inks are light-stable and scratch-resistant.

For all these reasons, designers, printers, publishers and converters
are increasingly turning to UV inks for bright, eye-catching graphics.

UV OFFSET FOR SHORTER LEAD TIMES

provide outstanding gloss when required.

They are perfect for high-quality printing of packaging, books, brochures, annual reports, catalogues, calendars and posters.
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UV inks are ideal for high-speed printing on absorbent substrates, on plastic films and on folding cartons or direct-mail literature requiring in-line conversion or inkjet finishing.
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Find simplicity
in technology
Because they are stable, UV inks make the printer’s work easier by
saving him processing time and storage space. Printers find that these
solventless, water-free inks do not clog or cause troublesome drying
problems during print production.

The inks remain liquid and stable on the rollers or screen. Once
paper fibre: therefore less dot gain. Unused ink remaining on the press
or screen can be washed off at a convenient time.

When exposed to UV light, the ink is fixed and cures instantly, forming
a strong bond with the substrate. As there is no solvent to be
evaporated, the ink dots do not shrink and thus retain full ink coverage.

Because less heat is involved in the ink-curing process, UV inks are
particularly suitable for thin and sensitive materials. They dry perfectly
on plastic or absorbent paper and board with no ink stain set-off
problems and there is no need for pre-heating.

UV SILKSCREEN INKS FOR A VARIETY OF SUBSTRATES

deposited on the substrate surface the ink dots do not spread into the

risk of deformation and damage to delicate substrates. UV inks are stable liquids that do not dry on the screen during printing and are simply washed off at the end of the job.
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Screen printers find that UV inks offer excellent performance on paper, carton, plastics, glass and metal foil: as there are no thermal ovens or heavy pressure involved, there is less
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Speed up your
production process
UV inks are dry at the end of the print-line, and the printed material is
immediately available for conversion. Once off the press there is no
need to wait for post-drying or to hold printed, unconverted
boardstock. By printing with UV inks the printer saves space and gains
valuable time.

UV printing means shorter lead times, smaller stocks and reduced
handling, which in turn means greater production flexibility. Faster

As there is no solvent or water to be dried off, UV inks require less
energy than conventional inks - no hot air, no ovens, less expense. As
UV inks are stable during processing, printers benefit from reduced
substrate wastage.

The rewards of UV graphics are self-evident despite an additional
capital cost for equipment and seemingly more expensive inks.
The advantages of UV technology for the printer in terms of
productivity, work flexibility and reduced handling cost far outweigh
the initial investment.

UV FLEXO INKS FOR IMPROVED PRINT QUALITY

colour changes further improve job turnaround.

UV inks printed on carton, paper or film are light-fast and rub-resistant.
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The UV technique is being used increasingly for short print runs, particularly for high quality cartons, which can be folded in-line, immediately after printing.
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there is no shrinkage. Print is sharp and clean even on low-cost lightweight paper or carton board. Today most narrow web flexo label printing is carried out with UV inks.
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UV inks offer benefits to the flexo printer who now finds that he can produce high quality print. Fine rollers can be used and the dot size remains unchanged as
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Beauty in their quality of colour and finish; simplicity in their application; and flexibility because they smoothen your production process.

is based on 3 essential principles - beauty, simplicity and flexibility. Such are the characteristics provided by the new UV Graphics resins from UCB.

THE ANCIENT JAPANESE ART OF ORIGAMI
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Printed on Nopacoat paper and polypropylene with UV inks
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